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Some crides might argue that "street art"—whether diis loaded term refers to straight-up graffid or more interpredve acdvides like
skateboarding—has no business being in a museum. The whole point of street art in the first place was as a radical act of dissent, a
rebellion against the very fonns of art sancdfied within museum walls. Street art has an essendal element of criminality to it and if that
oudaw spirit is insdtudonalized, doesn't the very substance of the art disintegrate before the eye? Well, these arguments only hold
if one sdcks to the old idea of the museum as an elite organizadon split off from the rest of the community. What if the separadon
between the museum and die street weren't as rigid? The Museum of Contemporary Art in Los Angeles will use these quesdons—as
well as many others—in dieir first blockbuster exliibidon since ctirator and dealer Jeffrey Deitch took over as director last year. No one
expected Deitch to be a convendonal, by-the-book leader, and he has immediately experimented with the principles of what a museum
can do by planning the retrospecdve "Art in the Streets." From the early days of taggers hanging on to the sides of Bronx subway cars
to the tricks perfomied in Los Angeles skate parks, from its subversive rap and punk origins to its spectacular embracement by main-
stream culture, street art will be explored in the exhibidon through the various and divergent threads that weave together (and, in
some cotintries, such as Brazil, Chile, and Iran, are sdll being sewn) to create one of the most influendal art movements of the late 20th
and early 21st centuries. Deitch is no stranger to the genre. In fact, he was a regular fixture on the downtown New York scene of the
late '70s and 'HOs, which galvanized the street-art movement. But to curate around such an ambidous theme, he relied on certain key
figures who could tell the story from a first-person point of view. Among them: Fred Brathwaite, a.k.a. Fab 5 Freddy, die pioneering
ardst, curator, and all-around master of die New York scene, and Aaron Rose, the L.A. nadve who ended up creadng a vital platfonn
fbr many street ardsts in the early '90s. "What is very rewarding alxjut this project is that it's being put together by a community of
people with whom I've had a dialogue since 197.')," Deitch explains."In pardctilar, Fred and Aaron are friends and collaborators going
back a long, long dme." Here, Deitch speaks separately with these two confidants to discuss their respecdve parts in a far-reaching

movement: one that could never be contained in a single voice, a simple explanadon, or a mere scratch. —CI IRISTOPHER BOLLEN
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A pioneer of the early hip-hop and graffid movements,
Fred Brathwaite was one of the first individuals to
publicize street art as pop art in the late '70s. He
got his Eab 5 Ereddy nickname as a member of the
Eabulous 5 graffiti crew and went on to introduce
mainstream audiences to hip-hop with 1983's cult film
Wild Style. He cemented the link between early hip-
hop and graffid culture in 1988 as the first host of }ô.'
MTV Raps. Today, Brathwaite remains acdve in the art
world, most recendy exhibidng 10 muldmedia works
at The (cosmopolitan hotel in Las Vegas.
JEEEREY DEITC;H: I think because this is for Andy
Warhol's Interview we should start by discussing your
genealogy with Andy, and how you had the remark-
able insight to contact [writer, fonner Intavinv editor,
and r\' host] Glenn O'Brien and ask to pardcipate in
his show Glam (TBrieiis Ti'Party.
FRED BRATHWAITE; I was a fan of Andy's since I
was a small kid. I recall seeing an ad of famous people
on an airplane together. It was caricauire drawing.
There was Muhammad Ali, there was Miles Davis,
and there was Andy Warhol. I had a fascinadon with
him since I was little, and then I saw his work and the
thing that he did. As I got older and more curious
about the scene, I reached out to Cîlenn O'Brien, who
was doing a music column in the magazine called
"Glenn O'Brien's Beat." I loved the way he wrote
about all different kinds of music—fimk, reggae, new
wave, and punk. 1 wanted to interview him for my
college radio stadon. I was attending Medgar Evers
College |of The City University of New York] for a
short period. So that's how I met him, and (¡lenn told
me he was going to do a public-access TV show called
Tl'Party. He said he wanted to have me on as a guest,
because at that dme I was also telling him about the
beginning of hip-hop music—rap music, if you will,
because at the dme it really wasn't known as hip-hop.
And I was also telling him about graffiti and that I
had been a graffid ardst and was interested in moving
into the art world. I told Glenn, "I'd love to be a
cameraman on your show." He said, "Ered, you've
never done that before. You can't be the cameraman,
but I'd love to have you come by and be a guest on
the show." When I showed up for the first episode,
the guy who was supposed to operate one of the two
cameras wasn't there. Glenn looked at me and said,
"Ered, get on that camera." [laugh.';] I became one of
the show's cameramen and a regular guest. That was
the beginning of my friendship with Glenn and many
of the cool people that I would meet.
DEITCH: You've had a remarkable role as an ardst, as
a connector of people, and you've had an instrumental
role in film. How did you discover that art was going
to be your path?

BRATHWAITE: I grew up in the Bedford-Stuyves-
ant secdon of Brooklym. My father grew up with Max
Roach, who became a prominent member of the be-
bop jazz scene in the '4()s and '50s. That was the most
cutdng-edge .American music. Círowing up, there were
always lots of my father's creadve fi"ieiids in the house
talking about what was going on in the world with
culture and politics. It was a time of the anti-war
movement, the Civil Rights Movement, the Black
Power movement. All of these things were discussed
passionately in my house every day. As a young kid
running in and out of the room, I got snippets of this
world, and as I became a teenager I began to look at the
things I was in\ olved in—the things going on around
me. And I saw a similarity, a connection, between
what we were doing in the streets and those earlier
conversadons about polidcs and art. Suddenly these
things were much bigger than we realized. And I
started getdng really curious about art. I read about
the Dadaists and the Euturists and the Construcdv-
ists—those kind of movements which were reflect-
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ing the angst ot the people of their times. Their
work was trying to lead a movement. I began
thinking about what was happening, with paint-
ing on the streets and painting on the trains as
being similar but also coming from a real, pure
space. It wasn't being created by academies. It was
a spontaneous combustion of ideas that just hap-
pened. I would bring these ideas up while talking
with Glenn and others. I was trying to find other
people who could articulate the graffiti culture and
take it out of that negadve percepdon that the media
gave us. I wanted to show that we were making via-
ble art, a reflecdon of the dme that we were living in.
DEITCH: The time you are speaking about—New
York in the late '70s and early '80s—was a period
when so many of the most important contribudons to
contemporary art and culture were genninadng.
BRATHWAITE: Yeah. It was an amazing period.
Amazing. Working on the essays for the upcom-
ing show at .\K)C;A and going over the material with
[graffiti artist] Lee Quiñones, I've been think-
ing about that first important show of graffiti art
at the Galleria La Medusa in Rome in 1979. It was
Claudio Bnini's gallery. He came over and sought us
out and wanted to give us a show. That show had a rip-
ple effect and started calling out other [graffid] ardsts
like Eutura [2000] and ALI from [graffid collective]
Soul Ardsts. People began to say, "Wait a minute, this
is interesdng. These guys are doing it on their own
and people are taking them seriously." That's because
we were beginning to put the work in a context where
audiences could look at it and not see it through

the negative lens that the media put on it. I hey
began to see some value in the work. I was also tak-
ing inspiradon at that dme fi^om new wave and punk
bands, which I felt had a similar atdtude to what was
behind the beginnings of rap music. It was this same
rebellious atdtude of, "We're going to do this any-
way, regardless. We are going to find a way to make
this happen." I saw that similar energy when I was
talking to Chris Stein and Debbie Harry from
Blondie and also Glenn, .^nd then, of course, just
hanging out with Jean-Michel [Basquiat]. We talked
often about finding an audience and getdng people to
understand what we were doing. All of these different
forces seemed to be happening at the same dme. And
I remember you, Jeffrey, as being one of the people
who came early on and saw the work and understood
what was happening.

DEnx:H: I believe we met at least by 1980.
BRATHVV,\ITE: We definitely did. It was actually at
[editor of.in Rite magazine] Edit Deak's loft, because
I had made a few pieces that I would put in the Mudd
Club show, which I was in the process of curating.
The same day you visited Jean-Michel and Suzanne
[Mallouk], you came to visit Edit's loft and saw some
of the things I was working on for the "Beyond
Words" show.
DEITCH: "Beyond Words." Now that's become
essendal history. Tell us about that show.
BRATHWAITE: Well, I had become friends with a
bunch of ardsts on the scene in '79. After taping TV
Party, we'd all go down to the Mudd Club [a semi-
nal club of the downtown scene at 77 X̂ VHiite Street
in Tribeca], and that group included [71' Pai-ty direc-
tor] Amos Poe, [director] Eric Mitchell, the 'Ialking
Heads . . . It was an illustrious crowd of really cool
people. I'd also become friends with Keith Haring,
who used to do odd jobs. We were all struggling at
this dme. But Keith started to curate some shows and
he did one at Club 57 [on St. Marks Place in the East
Village]. He asked me to be a part of it. One was a
black-light art show where all the art had to be made
in fluorescent so it would glow in the dark.
DEITCH: I remember that. I was there.
BRATHWAITE: Yes, it was fun! They felt like really
cool art-school projects. Anyway, [Mudd (]lub co-
founder] Steve Mass had been observing what was
going on with graffiti and the buzz of rap and new
wave. You know, "Rapture" was a big song at the
dme. So Mass said, "Man, I'd like you to curate a
show." I said, "Wow, yeah. iMaybe I'll get some of the
guys." Because also at that dme, I was working on
developing [graffid and hip-hop film] Wild Style with
[director, writer, and pr()ducer[ (Charlie [Ahearn[, so
1 knew a lot of the key rappers and deejays from the
Bronx. I decided to put a show together diat would
showcase graffiti, but I also wanted to expand the
concept of how that work was seen. I came up with
the dtle "Beyond Words." I asked Eutura to help me
put the show together. I wanted to get graffid based,

î or rooted. That included invidng fi-iends around us,
people who used to do graffid but were now trying
to make art, and others from C l̂ub 57. 1 hen Edit
knew Alan Vega from Suicide, who was making art,
and Iggy Pop made some stuff too. We had different
things going on and threw it all together at the Mudd
C^ub. And we got a bunch of groups to perfonn. 1 he
show was a blowout. Many, many people came and
crowded the street outside. People were bouncing off
the walls, having a great dme. And a lot of people got
to experience all of this culture for the first time, and
they became fans. (( '( )N TIM ' KI ) oN 1 '.\< : \i 11 :î)
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stars are important. Ohviously, I like to work with
directors that I can see myself trusting, but when I
read the script I find that 1 care as much about the
relationship that the other characters have to the
character that I'm playing. I want their characters
to have equally interesting values because I think it
makes for a better story. If everything is perfect in a
movie, it's boring. There needs lo be some opposi-
tion, some tension.
TIMBERLAKE: What drew you to the film we've
been doing together, Mra.'?
SEYFRIED: The high-concept aspect. The concept
of time equals money. Everything. It takes place in
a completely different world. It's also a character
that I haven't played before. And then, when I met
our director, Andrew Niccol, he spent two-and-a-
half hours explaining why he wrote it and what it's
all about and what it meant to him. I swear, when
you listen to a director, especially a writer-director,
talk about their project . . . it can be beautiful. But
there was always something about .Andrew Niccol's
approach to the film that made me think we could
make it feel really natural and realistic in the time
that he set everything.
TIMBERLAKE: And find the humanity in it.
SEYERIED: Yeah. And sometimes that feels impos-
sible. Thank god for our imaginations, because we
have to picture all of this stuff. Like with Red Riding
Hood, 1 had to just picture a wolf. There was noth-
ing in front of me a lot of the time when we were
shoodng. Most of the time, I was just looking at a
tree branch. But when I actually saw some finished
scenes fi oni the movie, it's crazy how deep into them
1 went in some moments, and then others, not at all.
God, I hope they sort that out. \laughs\
TIMBERLAKE: You've obviously done a number
of films, and for the last six years, you've also been
doing Big Love, which is just ending now. How do
you compare working in television to working in
film? I don't know if this was the case with Big Love,
but a lot of my friends who work in television say
that having to deal with a different director and a
different writer on every episode, the way you do as
an actor on a TV show, can be difficult. The tone of
everything can be quite different from show to show.
SEYERIED: It's true, and 1 think that creates a sit-
uation where there's less of a connection with
your director and more of a connection with your
co-stars—which can be great because it creates a
united front amongst the actors. You do go tlnrough
some directors where you don't feel like they're
really absorbing what we have going on and some-
times the whole thing feels unbalanced. Television
also moves really quickly. On Rig Love, there were
times when I didn't feel like I could really tocus as
much on my acting as I might have wanted because
we didn't have as much dme to do the work.
TIMBERLAKE: I know it's kind of like apples
and oranges, but do you prefer working in film or
in television?

SEYFRIED: Oh, god. Film is much more intense. I
mean, I try to choose the right films, so I don't really
ever have a bad experience, because there's some-
thing I'm always really e.xcited about and passionate
about every day. But if I had kids, for my lifestyle, I
would probably prefer TV. I think there's a sacrifice
that you somedmes have to make in tenus of lifest\'le
when it comes to making movies. But I do love trav-
eling and doing movies, because the whole thing is
over in two or three months, and you do and learn so
much in that dme, and then you move on to the next
thing. It never gets old.
TIMBERLAKE: Wliat's the best piece of advice
you've ever gotten?
SEYFRIED: That nothing lasts forever, nothing is

perfect, and nothing is ever finished.
TIMBERLAKE: I mean, not to keep bringing it
up, because my mind is so in it, but that idea really
relates to the film we're working on right now.
SEYERIED: It's true.
TIMBERLAKE: I guess clichés become clichés
because they've been die trudi forever.
SEYERIED: If you hear something enough, there's
always some truth to it. But that particular idea
makes me feel better about living and dying.
TIMBERLAKE: Is there anyone who has been influ-
endal in your life and inspired you on more of a per-
sonal level? Aside from me, of course.
SEYFRIED: [laughs] Actually, there is. I was with a
man for many . . . well, for a long dme—more dme
than any of my other past relationships. I lis name
is Jesse, and I sdll count him as the most influen-
tial person in my life. His family, where he came
from, how he was brought up, how he deals with
things . . . I really do think he's a big part of who I
am. In a creative way, I've been inspired by him as
well, but also just in my life—to be a better person,
to educate myself more on who I am as opposed to
what I'm doing. 1 felt like I was kind of blind and
lost until I met him, and now I feel like it's very
clear what I want in my life and that hasn't changed
since I was with him. He's a musician, too, and he
expresses himself in such a beautiful way. If I could
be more like him, I think I would just . . . I don't
know where I'm going with that.
TIMBERLAKE: That was really beaudful.

SEYERIED: Oh, yeah [sighs] Yeah.
TIMBERLAKE: I wanted to ask you: Do you like
the red wig that you have to wear in our movie.
Now}
SEYERIED: I love my red wig.
TIMBERLAKE: I fee! like when you strap that thing
on, you become a completely different person.
SEYERIED: I don't know about that, but I do feel
like it helps me get into another mindset alto-
gether because I've always had the long wavy hair.
It's so easy to change your hair and feel different.
I think that's why people do it. You know, when a
person has a midlife crisis, the first thing they do
is change their hair. If I have a bad hair day, it defi-
nitely affects me—not in, like, a big way, but it still
affects me. So I love my wig. Do you like me bet-
ter in the wig?
TIMBERLAKE: I like you both ways. But you've
had blonde hair as long as I've known you, so it
did help me create a different relationship with the
character.
SEYERIP'D: I do think it was one of the best ideas to
do this movie with a red wig because, I have to say, a
lot of the studios, they buy a blonde. They keep say-
ing, "We bought a blonde." And that can be really
frustrating because that's not what I am. [both laugh]
TIMBERLAKE: The process for women is so com-
pletely different—and sort of more unfair—than it
is for males.
SEYFRIED: It is a little. But hey, that's all right. . .
I'm used to it. [laughs]
TIMBERLAKE: So what would you like to do next?
Is there anyone you'd really like to work with?
SEYERIED: Well, you've been talking for so long
about this Will Gluck fellow, who directed Easy A
[2010], I think I should get on that, if he'll have me.
TIMBERLAKE: Do you like working in comedy?
SEYERIED: I do. I'm eyeballing a comedy right now.
TIMBERLAKE: Really?
SEYERIED: Yeah. \Vho knows? If it happens, it
would be great for me. I've been doing such serious,
emotional movies. Everything is so heavy. I don't
even really remember what it's like because I was 18
the last dme I did one, which was Mean Girls. So I

just want to have some fun now. 1 mean, comedy is
the most entertaining genre.
TIMBERLAKE: I know what you mean. My favor-
ite thing in the world to do was to make people sing
undl I heard them laugh at something I said. Then
that became my favorite thing in the world. I think
that's why every dme I'm in New York City, I'll just
show up at .S';\7..
SEYERIED: Making people laugh is magic. I feel
like if you have humility, then you can do anything
in comedy.
TIMBERLAKE,: I diink you also have to be funny.
SEYERIED: Yeah, but the thing is that a lot of peo-
ple, especially in this town, don't know how to laugh
at themselves.
riMBERLAKE: I wouldn't disagree with you on
that. Wow, I feel like we had a little enchanted
moment right there.
SEYERIED: You feel like we connected?
riMBERLAKE: I do. [barking] Is that your dog?
SEYERIED: No. [laughs] C:ome here buddy! (îood
boy!
TIMBERLAKE: Yeah, all right. But Will (Jluck is
brilliant. He's one of the quickest minds I've ever
worked with in comedy. Will is hyper-smart in the
same way diat David Eincher is hyper-smart. They
both have their own voices, but I find that the way
that they process their thoughts and how they work
is actually pretty similar. Will really pushes you. I
don't know about you, but I sort of like someone tell-
ing me that I need to get my ass beat a little bit. I feel
like when I'm doing a movie, it makes me better.
SEYFRIED: It absolutely does. If you feel at some
point like your job is on the line, if someone is telling
you that you need to be better, then there's no other
place to go but up. Unless, you know, you break
down, [laughs] But I'm constandy attracted to people
who are too smart for their own good and who have
it all togedier, because I can't relate to that, so I can
just kind of jump on their train.
TIMBERLAKE: And milk their genius for all you
can.
SEYERIE.D: That's the thing: I want to be close to
genius because I'm not one—and I don't want to be
one eidier. I think it would be difficult to be a genius.
I think it would be frustradng.

mure BRATHWAl IE
(CONTINIKD I'ÜOM l'.Milí l.->(i) DEITCH: It's fas-
cinating how these key events are so important
when you look back in history, and how a show like
"Beyond Words" brought this whole scene together
and defined it.
BRATHWAITE: Yeah, it did. And you know what was
also interesdng about diat dme? It did bring people
togedier. In diat downtown scene there weren't really
that many people of color hanging out. It was just a
handfi.ll of us—me, Jean-Michel, Pat Cîriffin, who was
a young architect. But we had all diese different peo-
ple ill a room togedier—Ladn and black guys from
the Bronx and Lower East Side hanging out, mixing,
dancing with punk-rock, new-wave arty types. Every-
one was enjoying each other's company. It was amaz-
ing to be in the room, because things like that didn't
happen on a regular basis. But that was really represen-
tadve of what New York is. In f,ict, AfHka Bambaataa,
who was one of the DJs at "Beyond Words" later maiie
a song called "Planet Rock," which was inspired by
playing in fi"ont of a new kintl of crowd: all tliose .spiky-
haired kids enjoying this stuff. "Planet Rock" changed
the face of contemporary music. It created the electro-
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beat sound.
DEITCH: You've been talking about the interrela-
donships between new music and new art. Can you
expand on the idea of how graffid was involved with
rap and punk music?
BR.\THWAITE: I felt strongly at the time that
there was a synergy between rap music, deejaying,
breakdancing, and the graffiti art on trains and
walls. I saw them as one thing. When I met Charlie
Ahearn at [Collaborative Projects art exhibit] "The
Times Square Show" in 1980, he said right away,
"Let's make a movie." We began making a film that
would connect these fonns as one movement, which
we now know as hip-hop. My personal modvadon
was also that ot being a painter and having my first
shows alongside Lee Quiñones. I was very concerned
about creadng something bigger as a platform on
where we were coming from as visual ardsts. I felt it
was a complete culture, widi dance, a unique sound,
and visuals coming from a similar place—all made
by these wild, urban New York teenagers, essendally
[laugh.r]. It was great to put the pieces together to
what would become Wild Style [1983]. A lot of the
people in that film were really playing themselves.
There was a lot of life imitadng art at that dme and
everybody got it, everybody played along. And I think
to our surjirise, these things are sdll pulsadng globally
in ways that sdll boggle my mind. To be in Brazil and
see the work of Os Gêmeos or to be in England and
see what Banksy is doing is pretty fascinadng to me.
DEITCIH: The art and the music of that dme is res-
onadng more and more today. It fascinates me how
much of the work was given attendon by the art world
establishment at the dme. But while the "official" art
world moved on, the actual audience just kept get-
dng bigger and bigger. In fact, the audience tor the
art that has come out of your innovadons is probably
bigger than anything else in contemporary art.
BRATHVVAITE: That's great the way you put
that, Jeffrey. When I was looking at the Russian
Constnicdvists, these agitprop ardsts actually painted
on trains. It was a heavy intluence. They were bringing
art to the people, to the masses, and breaking it out of
the clubbiness of the art world, which is a monolith.
We use the term pop in the art world, as in Pop
Art, but we forget that its root is popular—popular
culture. As we've become more sophisdcated and we
have more means of accessing informadon, we can
put these stories together for ourselves, as opposed
to only relying on some person in the art world. We
can now dictate some of these rules ourselves. And
by the fact that thousands of people have experienced
aspects of this particular culture, they're able to
undersUind it. They're able to put the pieces in place.
Wild Style was a key to putdng faces on individuals
and allowing people to see that we were just young
folks trying to break out and do somediing interesdng
that touches a lot of people. Our main aspiradon tor
Wild Style were the movies that would play on 42 nd
Street in Times Square. That's the old 42nd Street
with all the Kung Eu and horror films. That's where
our target audience would gather for entertainment.
We wanted a film that would appeal to our target
audience, and now that film resonates 30 years later
as a cult film. Rolling Stone voted Wild Style number
7 of 25 greatest mu.sic D\'Ds of all dme. It's so much
more than we could have asked for, but really it's just
a reflecdon of the popular vote. We're not from the
classic background of those who had the large, loud
voices of the art world. We're not thf)se people. But
we were determined. Our objective was to do it by
any means necessary, particularly Jean-Michel. It
was going to be music, it was going to be film, it was
going to be art, and it was definitely going to happen.
We were figuring out ways to make it happen, and of

course doing good work along the way. It's great that
it's sdll alive and thriving and there are new players
jumping in and adding new pieces. It keeps it from
getdng staid and boring.

more DE DUDZEELE
(CONTINUED FROM PAGEiöO) a creator is one
thing; a photographer is also another thing. This
allows you to divide up fashion into different catego-
ries. You're given these building blocks and then you
create something with it. So your creadvity is always
within you; you assemble, you construct, and then
you imagine.
DE DUDZEELE: You know, I love women. I love
to show off women in all of their beauty, constantly
moving in life. It makes me completely crazy! In
life, women are to be looked at by men. This is the
nature of it. Women should always be sexy, femi-
nine, and desirable. This is what I have in my mind,
this is why I do my own salad this way, because I love
powerful, strong, sexy, and sophisdcated women that
men would follow in the street!
ALAÏA: How do you feel alx)ut the current celebradon
of the styli.st?

DE DUDZEELE: Stylists should remain behind the
scenes. A great stylist, like a great designer, lets the
work speak for itself
ALAÏA: Sometimes, Carlyne, one gives you the least
interesting article of clothing and you transform
them into beaudtui pictures. Eor instance, you place
three bags and tons of jewelry in an image and it
becomes something extraordinary. Do you remember
the page spread with Jean-Bapdste Mondino? With
all the girls wearing panther [skins?], like savages?
\bu always followed your obsessions!
DE DUDZFELE: Yes, but somedmes, I create certain
images that overwhelm me. What occurs in the street
tascinates me. I love it. If you have personal style, you
can mix anything and be the chicest person in the
world. Chic is not about money. It's all about traffko-
tagel In Erance, we caU it "avoir du chien."

///O/r I IK UNAN DEZ
McCOLLÜUGH
(('()XTIxrKr)KH().Vll'A(iE2()7) You can do any-
thing lately.
SEVIGNY: You always go back to tluorescents. Is it an
influence from rave culture or Body Glove, or sim-
ply being a child of tlie '80s? We were just bright and
happy people, [liiughs]
McCOLLOUCill: I think all those colors are super-
nostalgic of our childhood.
SEVKíNY: I want to see you incorporate more
Grateful Dead styles.
McCOLLOUGH: I know! We've toyed around with
going there.
SEVIGNY: Or even more ethnic, Guatemalan-type
things.
McCOLLOUGH: We're exploring Liberty prints,
but a different take on them.
HERNANDEZ: They're all based on diese blankets
that we found. We just came from the Southwest.
McCOLLOUGH: We did a 10-day road trip.
HERNANDEZ: The next show will be based on this
trip we took. We went researching Nadve American
cultures—Navajo Nadon—-and we went to Utah,

Arizona, Colorado, New Mexico.
SEVIGNY: You just got in a car and drove around?
HERNANDEZ: Yeah. We went to Wyoming; we
went to Yellowstone.
SEVICJNY: How do you take these long trips when
you have all these pre-collecdons?
MCCOLLO1.1(;H: We gotta do it. We'd go insane if

we didn't step back.
HERNANDEZ: It's part of the process. People say
New York is really inspiring and stuff, but for us. New
York is a place to get shit done. Leaving the city and
exploring things outside of the city is really inspiring.
McCX)LLOUGH: We go upstate and sketch these
collections. There are no phones ringing. There's
no internet really. We're just in our heads and we can
acmally think. But you get dme off too, don't you?
SEVIGNY: Now I have time off.
MCCOLLOUC;H: I'm envious of actors. You shoot
a movie or you do a season of Big Love, and then
you're on hiatus and you have a bunch of free dme.
SEVIGNY: Then you get busy with other movies.
Plus I don't have any friends with money to travel.
Although me and Natasha [Lyonne] were thinking
of going to Machu Picchu.

HERNANDEZ: I would love to go to Machu Picchu.
SEVIGNY: The biggest life-changing trips for
me have been when I almost lost my life. Like my
brother and I went on a sailing trip and 1 almost died.
Or we went camping and I almost got stuck on the
mountain. I want to learn some survival skills. I'm
thinking about doing Outward Bound.
M<.C:OLL()U(iH: I did Outward Bound! Wlien I was
a kid.
SEV1(;NY: I knew you had a little WASP-y child-
hood, [all laugh] Usually, Outward Bound was for
the delinquents, which I'm assuming you were a lit-
de bit.
McCOLLOUGH: A little bit of a delinquent. A litde
bit. I was sent away on Outward Bound in the ninth
grade. It was to the [Círeat] Smoky Mountains. My
solo was three days long. They don't even give you
a proper tent. You just have a tarp that you have to
drape across two trees. And you have, like, a bag of
nuts and raisins. When my mom picked me up from
the airjiort she was crying because I was so skinny.
SEVICiNY: That might be a good weight-loss
program.
M C C O L L O U C ; H : [laughs] Yeah, it's the amazing,
amazing weight-loss program.
SEVKíNY: Do you guys have green diumbs because
of your place upstate?
HERNANDEZ: Yeah, a flower and vegetable garden.
We have a farm, with animals, and they're sheared
every year. We were talking the other day about how
it would be cool to take that wool and spin it into
yam and make sweaters. We've been thinking about
that lately—somediing a little more local.
McCOLLOUGH: Because we're not in this for-
ever. We're not going to have the longevity of Karl
Lagerfeld, who's doing this stuft at his age.
SEVIGNY: Never say never.
HERNANDEZ: We respect people who have the
stamina.
SEVIGNY: So are you going to become like Helmut
Lang and do fine art?
McCOLLOLKil I: His career is kind of genius.
HERNANDEZ: Helmut Lang's our hero.
McCOLLOUGI I: I Ie stopped at his peak, you know?
SEVIGNY: But that wasn't exacdy becau.se he wanted
to.
HERNANDEZ: I think, probably, in retrospect, that
served him well. Eor our generadon, he's like god.
He stepped down and lefr everyone wandng more.
SEV^(;NT: I have to say, one of the things I like about
your clothes is that they aren't too giriy. That's why I
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